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lost,â€� reminds us that you should start an airplane design with three choices within .... well as an aviation writer and consultant based near Indianapolis. You can. 
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HANDS ON FIREWALL FORWARD



Right Sizing Your Engine What’s too much power? TIM KERN



HOW MUCH ENGINE IS too much? For Reno air racers, the answer is, “How fast can you afford to go?” For the rest of us, choosing an engine is often more perplexing than choosing your airframe. Important factors enter in: the builder’s preference for building versus ﬂying versus tinkering, the ease and practicality of installation, fuel availability and consumption, the balance between having something unique and having something to count on, resale of the aircraft, maximum and typical mission proﬁles, time, availability… and money. I asked some experienced aircraft designers and pilots to share their views about powerplants. They cover a wide spectrum of the industry and represent widely different perspectives. Randy Schlitter has designed several airplanes and thousands of his RANS designs are found worldwide. His ﬁrst comment, “Those who design an airplane without an engine in mind seem to be forever lost,” reminds us that you should start an airplane design with three choices within the mission—engine, materials, and conﬁguration. Is it a bad idea to have too much power? Schlitter says, “It’s almost universally accepted that more is better, but I can think of a couple cases—where there is inadequate structure, or when the additional power is such a low-percentile performance increase compared to the high-percentage decrease in range—that it doesn’t make sense.” A real-world example: the RANS S-6 Coyote comes with the 80-hp Rotax 912 or the 100-hp 912S. The more-powerful engine means higher fuel consumption and roughly 20 pounds’ extra weight. “We’ve ﬂown them side-by-side,” he says. “The 80-hp takes a few more feet to get airborne and a little longer to reach altitude, but it cruises at the same speed and carries just about the same load. After a three-hour ﬂight, it burns a gallon less fuel. The 80-hp engine looks like a particularly good idea in training. A little extra time on
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takeoff is a good idea. Learning how to manage energy is important: Don’t rely on power to mask poor piloting.” Although a few pounds may not seem like much, Schlitter says the considerations add up. “It’s about engine mounts, structure—the weight of the bigger engine detracts from the engine mount’s integrity.” About performance Schlitter says, “In the end, it’s all about power-to-weight. In the case of light sport aircraft, everybody thinks you need a 1,320 gross weight. We build a 1,230-pound airplane (the Coyote) with a 600-pound payload; that’s much better power-to-weight. The advantages when you’re not at gross are even greater.” Schlitter recommends only certain engines because, “With alternative engines, you lose the ﬂeet experience. The engine company is also a big part of why a designer chooses a particular engine. You get used to a certain company’s way of doing work, how well it responds to troubles, to warranties, to parts availability; that’s ultimately a big component of customer service,” he explains. Schlitter adds a third dimension to the usual engine choice tradeoff. “People overlook the dollar spent for power-to-weight. The O-200D and the 912 are roughly the same (in dollars and horsepower), but cost per horsepower-pound comes out better for the lighter engine. We’re planning on offering the S-19 LSA with an O-200, but we’re not optimistic about seeing any performance increase; it’s strictly a customer-driven design option.”
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Power determines your



In sum, “People who build airplanes fall into two primary groups: tinkerers and ﬂiers. I often help decide the engine quesmaximum horizontal speed, tion by asking, ‘Do you want to tinker, or your takeoff, and your climb, do you want to ﬂy?’” Dick VanGrunsven’s designs are the so you always have to focus kit world’s most popular. Van says, “We always start [a design] with an engine or on these parameters. range of engines in mind.” Van examines “availability, power, weight, and price, but not necessarily in that order.” Sometimes, a lower-power engine (of the same weight) will do the job. In fact, “Consider an RV-4: a 125-hp Lycoming O-235 would be acceptable because it would still be within CG limits. While an RV-4 with 100 hp would perform okay, a 100-hp Continental or Rotax would be too light to meet CG requirements without an excessively long engine mount,” he says. What customers want is an engine that “will provide adequate thrust for safe takeoff distance and climb performance, while not adversely affecting CG.” Van limits his recommendations to certiﬁed aircraft engines, though he understands builders’ innovative spirit. “Reliability is probably further down a builder’s requirement list behind things like price, modern technology, smooth operation, horsepower, weight. It’s easy to assume that a modern technology auto engine will be more reliable than a 50-year-old technology aircraft engine, but this has not proven true. Additionally, advertised horsepower of auto engines often does not compare favorably to a comparably rated aircraft engine,” he says. What’s a builder to do? “I’d prefer a used aircraft engine to a new alternative engine. This is really not a complex choice. In the real world (outside the realm of LSA) there are really only Lycoming and Continental,” Van explains. If money were tight, “I’d shop for a used



A too-heavy engine reportedly contributed to the crash that killed Wiley Post and his passenger, Will Rogers, on August 15, 1935. Post had ﬁtted his modiﬁed Lockheed Orion with a heavier engine, against the advice of the factory. Oversized ﬂoats added to the situation, resulting in a barely-ﬂyable forward CG. Post apparently stalled on takeoﬀ after the engine missed.
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Lycoming engine, perhaps with 1,000 hours since major overhaul (SMOH). I’d check the logs to assure that it was a good used engine: that it would likely continue to run safely for another 500-1,000 hours before needing another major overhaul. Some builders think they would not feel safe behind anything other than a new (or newly overhauled) engine. If they would not feel safe installing a good 1,000 SMOH engine, then will they feel unsafe when their new engine hits 1,000 hours?” Corkey Fornof, movie stunt pilot, ﬁghter pilot, and air show pilot, responded to my question by asking, “Well, how much power will ﬁt within the weight and balance?” Fornof is known for his shows in the LoPresti Fury, and he recalls, “When we were considering [over]powering the Fury, we thought we might like to cruise like a Mustang or a Bearcat. When you have a big engine, you can cruise at 50 percent power, but the big power is there when you need it for takeoff and climb. Be sensible in the [200hp Lycoming IO-360] Fury, and you’re burning 10 gph at 200 mph.” There can be a problem with plug fouling from running constantly at low power settings, so, “with a Merlin, for instance, you need to run 100 percent power for a few minutes on every ﬂight, if you have the fuel rating that lets you do it.” Oliver Reinhardt, principal designer of the Flight Design CT, explains that “power determines your maximum horizontal speed, your takeoff, and your climb, so you always have to focus on these parameters.” As a designer, he sets out to “stay close to the lower side of the power that you require, and keep the design light. A bigger engine means higher gross, more weight, higher loads, more fuel—it’s a design death spiral.” With the CT, “We wanted to build to a low-power [80-hp] design. A lower-power engine at a high power setting uses less fuel [per distance] than a higher-power engine at a lower power setting. That’s why we developed a hybrid system, combining small electric motor with the Rotax; we use the combustion engine for takeoff and climb, then shut it down.” As for designing to 80 hp rather than 100 hp from the start, Reinhardt says, “It is easier to add power than to reduce weight.” Sebastien Heintz manufactures and sells the Zenith line designed by his father,
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CHANGE IS IN THE AIR Chris Heintz. Many of these can be powered with just about any engine that ﬁts the weight and balance envelope: Corvair, VW, Subaru, Rotax, Continental, and maybe the new Honda Fit conversion that Jan Eggenfellner premiered at the U.S. Sport Aviation Expo in January. Heintz says, “I want my customers to have something that makes sense; I don’t want to tell them what to do. As innovators, they need to be free to do development if that’s what they want to do, but the choice of an alternative engine is often driven only by cost, and these often end up costing more than a tried-and-true installation. Sometimes, I see a customer try a ‘weird’ installation and troubleshoot it for maybe two years…and then pull it out and replace it with a Rotax or a Continental.” His advice: “Follow the manufacturer’s recommendations. You still have a lot of choices.” Michael Goulian, the air show performer and Red Bull Air Race winner, once told me that when it comes to ultimate performance, “There is no such thing as a budget.” At his level, he’s right. Goulian has competed in the Red Bull Air Race World Championship since 2006; he won in Budapest last August. His Edge 540 Red Bull mount started life with a Lycoming IO-540, but he went to a Lycoming Thunderbolt IO-580 for the 2008 season, switching back in 2009 (when the Red Bull rules speciﬁed that everyone run Lycoming IO-540s). That may be a good thing, as the Red Bull Air Race rules limit g-forces to 12, and the 580’s approximately 50 extra pounds put additional tons of forces on the engine mount (considering all the g’s and twisting forces). Competitors say that if there is one prime requirement of a Red Bull Air Race aircraft, it is acceleration, and the straight-line power-to-weight advantage of the 580 paid for itself, but the added stresses took away that advantage in the corners and through the gates. “I don’t think I would have been faster with the 580 [than with the 540] in 2009,” Goulian says. “Weight on the nose is important in maneuvering, and more weight is not good. With the bigger engine, there is more load-carrying capacity, more climb, but you give up that advantage in balance and handling. Also, the stick force gradient in maneuvering is important: too steep and it can make the airplane unpleasant.” The bigger engine did, however, make itself known. “For pulling power, there is just no substitute for cubic inches. I felt the extra grunt when I took off. I know the 540 and 580 are rated about the same [around 335 hp], but the 540 just doesn’t feel as strong. The 580’s acceleration was…spectacular,” Goulian notes.
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SO?



The ultimate answer, as Mathieu Heintz of Aircraft Manufacturing and Development succinctly puts it, is balance. Your engine choice depends on the parameters that you’re balancing and the value you give each one. Tim Kern, EAA 825075, is a private pilot and certiﬁed aviation manager as well as an aviation writer and consultant based near Indianapolis. You can ﬁnd him online at www.TimKern.com.
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Right Sizing Your Engine 

After a three-hour flight, it burns a gallon less fuel. The 80-hp engine looks like a particularly good idea in training. A little extra time on takeoff is a good idea.










 








Sizing Your Wings - Size 

its many square feet of surface area through ..... fuselage was a circle, you would add the ... tiply by pi to get the circumference. .... justify the title in the column.










 








Installing Your Engine - Size 

stallation the manufacturer recom- ... probably transport the engine your- .... material. Sheet-metal builders usu- ally rivet the firewall material to whatever creates ... solutely sure everything is where it should be should you drill your first ho










 








Aircraft Wire Sizing - Size 

I participate in a number of online forums specializing in amateur built airplane issues and I strongly suggest you do likewise if you're building an airplane!










 








Sizing Your Wings 

To lower the interference drag, you can fillet the intersection ... This is three-dimensional flow, which fits nicely in a ..... spreadsheet will calculate these for you.










 








Painting Your Homebuilt - Size 

Some Thoughts About Color. Before deciding on the paint scheme, you should first select a color or colors to use. Maybe you have a "favorite color." Even so, it.










 








Building Basics: Hold it right there - Size 

stubby Clecos that still have the 0- inch to 1/4-inch grip but shorter shafts. 6. ... Utility: 900 â€“ 950 lb useful load accomodates the kids, large golf bags, mountain bikes, ... Pre-drilled, matched-hole parts that fit perfectly, and world-class m










 








Designing Your Homebuilt - Size 

weekends to playing golf, or any other hobby he cares to .... ventional" configurations, meaning one wing in front and .... want (in knots) and the gross weight.










 








Hang That Engine - Size 

Now that the engine is hanging on the airframe all the hard work ... ries on engines we've discussed how to .... engines, a lifting attachment pro- vides a centered. "hook-on" point for the hoist. Right. Wrong ..... the plug into the cylinder head as










 








Engine Overhaul - Size 

Harrison Engine Service of La Porte, Indiana. It charges only for ... you could not call it overhauled, just repaired. ... U.S. Service Center Florida: MT-Propeller ...










 








Rotary Vee Engine - Size 

Feb 14, 1986 - say if you heard this engine weighed less than 1/2 Ib. per ... aluminum castings, could probably go ... things above, what would you say then?










 








Installing Your Engine 

stallation the manufacturer recom- ... probably transport the engine your- .... material. Sheet-metal builders usu- ally rivet the firewall material to whatever creates ... solutely sure everything is where it should be should you drill your first ho










 








Controls for Your Engine 

I have seen everything from engine controls taken off .... You'll get everything needed to bring out a mirror-like shine in ... For more accessories, visit us online.










 








Tails: What's Your Type? - Size 

change of downwash at the tail is a measure ... pressure, and wind tunnel tests have ... tab. The combined movable surface plus anti-servo tab is usually called a.










 








Internal Combustion Engine Principles - Size 

Tanks consisting of a blad- der type fuel cell within the structure should be studied for the chafing effect caused by the sloshing of the gasoline due to the normal ...










 








Internal-Combustion Engine Principles - Size 

tions of the inductior system ex- perienced with some ... its upper extreme to its lower ex- \v treme position on .... heat at full throttle, full load op- eration, is utilized ...










 








Your Engine Feels Cold Too 

intake manifold, and from the front or top to reach cylinders and cooler. Rota- ... directed by the manufacturer. Engine heaters, for oil and cylinder heads, are.










 








Your Engine Feels Cold Too 

Mattituck, LI, NY 11952. (Editor's Note: Jay Wickham is pres- ident of Mattituck Aviation, ... its viscous properties. The straight weight SAE type oils are not widely.










 








AJ SIZING CHART COMPLETE.xlsx 

J8K. J8K. MAIN CANOPIES. ZERO. LOOSE-â€�205. 235. 265. 295. 295. IDEAL-â€�215. IDEAL-â€� 245. IDEAL-â€�275. IDEAL-â€�305. IDEAL-â€�305. TIGHT-â€�225. 255. 285.










 








Glide Container Sizing Chart 

120. 31" DIA. 29.5" DIA. 48-64. 143 - 150 (I). 160 (I). 150. 170. 135. 31" DIA. 29.5" DIA. 48-73. 143 - 150 (I). 160. 170. 190. 31" DIA. 29.5" DIA. 49-73. 160 - 170 (I).










 








QUICK START To try out your SmartCharger right away ... - tayeb.fr 

If the unit comes into contact with water or any other liquids, immediately unplug your SmartCharger. Do not ... Do not attempt to recharge Lithium batteries or any other type of battery. ..... (Nickel-Metal Hydride) batteries. Super-fast Charging ..










 








Muscle For Your Homebuilt Autopilot - Size 

the full travel of the manual controls so as not to re- strict travel which might ..... diameter holes and then using a hand grinder to provide a fairly smooth surface .... instructions on how the system works and how to build, install and operate it










 








Craft & Technique: Servicing Your Spark Plugs - Size 

ting past the intake valve guide or worn (or not broken-in) piston rings. ... Make a scraper from an old hacksaw blade. With a bench grinder create a probe 1/8 ...










 








Engine Parts and Accessories REAL GASKET ... - Size 

Intake Gaskets: A 65-75. Part Number . ... Intake Gaskets: C75-85-90, 0-200 ... Carburetor Induction Manifolds ... Carb to Intake Gasket ..... Gasket, Inlet Manifold .
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